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Articulating and monitoring the source of 
organisational performance and integrity 



 Organisations of all kinds are losing trust and 
are becoming exceedingly unattractive 

 People work in organisations as grudge rather 
than this being desirable 

 Low loyalty, low productivity 

 Scandals galore 

The Status Quo 



 High performance 

 Strategic integrity 

 Deep rooted ethics 

 Laying the groundwork for superior reputation 
and productive stakeholder relations 

 Embedding an unassailable competitive 
advantage 

The business case 



Thought leadership 



To create ethical high 
performance companies 
we need a fundamental 
re-think of what a 
company is in the first 
instance… 



A new starting point for 
understanding organisations 
and how they perform 

Physical 
Objects 
(i.e. stones, 
tools) 

Organisms 
 
(i.e. plants, 
animal) 

Human 
Beings 
(i.e. you, 
me) 

Works 
(i.e. art, 
architecture, 
literature) 



Companies are “works”: the type of entity that 
sets up a reality or “world”.  

“World” is the taken for granted understanding 
how things are around here 

Human understanding, thinking and action is 
fundamentally a function of the world we find 
ourselves in. 

Companies and Action 



Elevating Strategic Integrity 

World of the 
company 

People’s 
personal 

aspirations and 
values 

World enacted 
by leaders 

Strategic intent 
of company 



1. Measure of organisational resonance 
index 

2. Fundamental interpretations that 
constitute the world: success/failure, 
good/bad, beautiful/ugly 

3. How does power work in the company? 

4. What are the critical organisational 
structures that keep the organisation’s 
world in place? 

Understanding the world of a 
Company: the diagnostic 



Organisations cause performance by 
resonating with employees and 
involved stakeholders: 

 Do people become productive by 
being in the organisation? 

 Are people involved when they are 
in the organisation? 

 Are people being heard and do 
they listen to others in the 
organisation? 

 Does the organisation give people a 
sense of well-being? 

Organisational Resonance 

ResoFact™ 



ResoFact Display 
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ResoFact Component 
Analysis 
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ResoFact Text Analysis 



ResoFact Text Analysis (cont.) 



 
 

 
Desired World 
The kind of world doe the company  need to achieve its strategy 

THEMES DIVISIONS 

High performance  (winning positive culture) Tx, Cx, Ex, HR 

Value employees Dx,SOP, Tx 

Competent leadership  GBx, SOP 

Common goal and understanding SOP, Ex 

OTHER IMPORTANT COMMENTS DIVISIONS 

High performance culture  GBx, Dx, Cx, TM 

Make employees accountable  Tx, Ex,TM 

Leaders need to be decisive  Tx, TM 

A learning organisation Cx, GCD 



Building ethical companies: 
making it happen 

Analysis of 
Organisational 
World and its 
Strategic Integrity 

Articulation of 
required 
Organisational 
World 

Leadership 
Development and 
Organisational 
Development 

Ongoing  Measurement and Tracking 



How can you elevate 
ethics and performance 
in your organisation? 

Works Access Ltd 
12 Sunderland Avenue 
Oxford, OX2 8DX 
 
Phone: 07584 341498 
Email: dominik@resofact.com 


